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2.1 The Vision and Plan
The Uptown/Town Centre Specific Plan's goals and policies identified in Chapter 1 were translated into physical
form during the course of a 5‐day Design Charrette held in City Hall the week of May 12, 2008. The purpose of
the Charrette was to communicate directly with community members representing a broad spectrum of
interests, and to create collaboratively a shared vision for the 1,100 acre plan area. The illustrative plans,
perspective views, and precedent images on the following pages were prepared during the Charrette and
indicate a future pattern of development that responds specifically to the existing conditions and opportunities
of the site, and the expressed preferences of the community.
This chapter shows a vision of significant change that is likely to take as long as 25 years to occur. The 25‐year
build‐out projection includes the addition of up to:
• 989 residential units
• 228,000 square feet of retail space
• 223,000 square feet of office space
• 275,000 square feet of industrial space
• 20 acres of usable open space
The Development Code (Code) in Chapter 5 will guide the design of hundreds of new and renovated buildings,
and the Implementation Strategy in Chapter 4 will guide the design, financing and construction of public space
and infrastructure improvements. The eventual and incremental implementation of these projects as they occur
over a long period of time will deviate from certain details of the Illustrative Plan and perspective illustrations,
but the Code is designed to ensure that the fundamental character, qualities and intentions will be realized.
A. Summary of Vision. The community’s vision for this plan area is summarized below for each of the
neighborhoods, districts and corridors:
•

Spring Street Corridor. Spring Street is the historic spine of the City. This Plan envisions its
transformation from its current state highway design character to that of a central avenue that
connects the several neighbor‐ hoods through which it passes – listed below – taking on and reinforcing
the unique character of each, in turn.
It is important to note that historically Spring Street was a thoroughfare used primarily by travelers
passing through town and not a destination or shopping district for residents as downtown was (hence
the concentration of motels and other auto‐related properties). The changes to Spring Street proposed
by this specific plan are implemented in a sensitive manner and, while the roadway may no longer
function as it once did, the contemporary viewer will still be able to see how it functioned historically.
Key to preserving this character is maintaining its existing alignment and orientation, accommodating
two‐way traffic, keeping the historic right‐of‐way width, ensuring that it continues to run uninterrupted
from one end of town to the other and introducing policies and projects that are sensitive to and honor
its historic past.

•

Uptown Neighborhood. Uptown has evolved in a piecemeal and jumbled fashion, quite different and
separate from the Downtown neighborhoods. This Plan envisions completing and refurbishing the street
network, constructing new public parks and plazas, and ensuring that new buildings line these public
spaces with welcoming frontages and pedestrian‐scaled facades.

•

Midtown. Midtown is a mix of auto‐oriented commercial buildings and housing. The Plan envisions this
area gradually transitioning to a more walkable environment, and accommodating mixed‐use
development, visitor serving uses, and higher intensity housing.
The southern portion of Midtown is a quite stable residential neighborhood, with a large number of
historic homes. The Plan intends that all new development in this neighborhood be respectful of its
existing and historic scale and character, and that street improvements complete the pedestrian
network and improve stormwater management.
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•

Downtown District. This is the historic retail core of the City. As much of the retail life of the City has
moved to larger centers, the Downtown is being reinvented as a restaurant, entertainment, cultural,
artistic, educational, and civic center for the City and the region. A strong retail component, as well as
residential and office uses, are also planned, to create a vibrant, 18‐hour mixed‐use urban district.

•

South of Downtown Neighborhood. The area south of Downtown is quite mixed in its existing
character, with some well‐preserved neighborhood fabric west of Spring Street, and a more
fragmented street network and less coherent urban block structure east of Spring Street. This Plan
intends that new street connections and other public spaces be inserted to repair damage to the
network, and to support the development of new mixed‐use buildings that are strongly oriented to
the public space network along and to the east of Spring Street.

•

Riverside Corridor. The railroad, Riverside Avenue, and the 101 Freeway have sliced the land between
the Downtown and the Salinas River into a number of poorly connected narrow strips. This Plan
envisions new cross‐connections between these strips where possible, and its unification into a
pedestrian‐oriented mixed‐use and commercial district that retains major elements of the historic
agrarian and industrial building character. Riverside itself has the potential to become a great urban face
to the 101 Freeway, funneling visitors to the Downtown.

•

Salinas River Preserve. The Salinas River has been gradually cut off from much of its natural flows by
upstream “improvements”, and walled off from the town by the freeway and by suburban development
that backs up to its east edge. This plan proposes that the remaining natural landscaping and habitat
within the River be preserved and restored, that appropriate access to its western banks be provided to
make it more accessible to residents and visitors, and that a new development along the east side of Paso
Robles Street eventually front the River along a pedestrian‐oriented public way.

B. Plan‐Wide Objectives. The diagram on the opposite page identifies the plan‐wide objectives that implement
the goals and plan‐wide policies that drive this plan. Accordingly, this diagram informs the vision, programs,
implementation measures, and development regulations that will carry out the plan over its 25‐year planning
horizon.
The walkability sheds represent the extent of the distance a typical pedestrian will walk ‐ approximately 5‐
minutes or a quarter of a mile. This dynamic influences the revitalization strategy in terms of scale and
distribution of buildings, uses, transit, services, open space and other amenities throughout each
neighborhood, district, and corridor within the plan area.
This Specific Plan proposes a wide range of policies, programs, and projects. Some have very real, short‐term
horizons that are anticipated to easily attract financing, while others are visionary in nature and may not be
practical or may be too expensive to implement in the short term. Accordingly, some projects may move
forward while others may not. Also, certain projects that are identified to move forward in the short term
may, due to changing community priorities or lack of financing, be delayed, while projects that are identified
to occur in the long term may be implemented earlier. Ultimately, it is up to the City – and the community – to
decide which projects move forward and when. Please see Chapter 4 (Implementation) for more information.
Below are the general objectives for the entire plan area, while the individual objectives for each of the six
plan areas are described on the pages that follow.
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POLICIES AND PROGRAMS:
Short Term
 Ensure the long‐term protection of historically
significant buildings and districts as identified in
the Historic Resources Survey.
 Introduce selective infill on properties not
currently occupied with buildings of historical
significance.
 Address the infrastructure needs and identify
areas where improvements will be needed for
the long term success of the plan.
 Transform Spring Street into a street with
segments of differing character in a manner that
is sensitive to and honors its historic past.

PROJECTS:
Short Term
• Introduce pedestrian improvements throughout
the specific plan area. Possible projects include
introducing curb extensions and crosswalks,
building new sidewalks in locations where they
are missing or in substandard condition,
introducing missing street trees, street lights, and
street furniture.
• Improve Vine Street and Riverside Avenue with
sufficient bike lanes to act as a bike boulevard
linking the Uptown and Town Centre areas.
• Enhance the northern and southern “gateway
entries” from Highway 101 with planting.
• Improve Spring Street as a transit corridor linking
the Uptown and Town Centre areas including
transit loops to Riverside Avenue.
Long Term
• Introduce a performing arts center to be
located south of 24th Street and in a location
where adequate parking can be provided.
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2.1.1 Uptown
A. Existing Condition. Uptown occupies the area between Vine Street, 24th Street, the railroad tracks, and the
northern City boundary.
1.

Buildings. Uptown is relatively built‐out with few vacant parcels. The blocks east of Spring Street are
residential in use with a mix of single‐ family detached houses and multi‐family buildings that vary
significantly in scale, character and architectural quality. Spring Street is primarily commercial in
character and is lined by retail/commercial and hospitality uses with some multi‐family uses along its
northern end. Buildings along Spring Street are generally larger in scale and non‐descript in character.
The southeastern portion of Uptown south of 28th Street is occupied by large‐footprint industrial
buildings, several with large service and storage yards. The Oak Park Housing campus occupies Uptown's
eastern side between 28th and 34th Streets.

2.

Open Space. Open space is located in the Oak Park Housing and in Uptown's two schools ‐ Georgia Brown
Elementary School and Flamson Middle School. During non‐school hours, the school fields are heavily
used for recreational activities, with the Georgia Brown Elementary School playground serving as a
community civic space. The Oak Park open spaces are too small to be effectively used for recreational
purposes and too large to be used for private "frontyard" activities. There is a need for more recreational
field space in Uptown as well as a need for outdoor civic space for general relaxation and socializing by
adults and children.

3.

Streets and Blocks. Uptown's street network is very incomplete, with many missing segments and many
missing sidewalks on the segments that are present. Pine and Park Streets run south of 24th Street and
north of 28th Street. Pine Street, within the Oak Park Housing development, is terminated by cul‐de‐sacs
just south of 34th Street and just north of 28th Street. To make matters worse, there are no automobile
or pedestrian crossings of the railroad tracks in Uptown other than at 24th Street. Finally, pedestrian
crossings, particularly along Spring Street, are poorly marked or missing.
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B. Vision and Plan. Key to improving Uptown is the completion of an interconnected street network. Such a
network will foster a more comfortable pedestrian environment by shortening distances pedestrians have to
walk, providing alternative routes for pedestrians to use, improving safety by eliminating dead ends and
providing for a steady but slow flow of automobiles which can provide a further level of passive surveillance.
One or more railroad crossings connecting Uptown to Riverside Avenue should be introduced to better
connect Uptown residents with employment opportunities along Riverside Avenue, with at least one of the
crossings accommodating automobiles as well as pedestrians. Uptown's revitalization will also be supported
by the introduction of additional open space ‐ both recreational and civic. Specific projects include:
Short Term
•

Introduce a neighborhood‐serving retail plaza along Spring Street between 34th and 32nd Streets. The
realignment of 34th Street as shown in the Illustrative Plan is an option, but not a mandate. Angled parking
that may be developed on 34th Street may be used to meet a portion of the off‐street parking require‐
ments of this plaza; the actual percentage of which will be determined at the time of review of a develop‐
ment plan and shall be appropriate to the nature and intensity of the proposed uses on the plaza site.

•

Develop the block bounded by Oak Street, 36th Street, Spring Street, and Highway 101 with an Early
Childhood Learning Center that may house a City Library‐operated study center.

•

Rehabilitate the Oak Park Housing Project and introduce a new community recreation center to replace
the George Stephan Center.

Mid Term
•

Improve Georgia Brown Elementary School and Vine Street, including terracing the hillside to
accommodate bleachers for overlooking the fields below.

Long Term

C.

•

Introduce new street segments to create a better connected street and block networks, particularly to
connect Oak Park to the surrounding urban fabric, and Uptown to Midtown. The extension of Park Street
between 24th and 28th Streets shall be limited to a pedestrian/bicycle path. Dedication and improvement
of the pedestrian path and other streets (25th, 27th, and Railroad) as shown on the Illustrative Plan will
only be required if the scale of development and redevelopment of properties in this area are of a scope
large enough to warrant such actions. Examples of development or redevelopment that would warrant
such actions would include a change of land use from industrial to residential or commercial use and
development of a new commercial center over several existing properties. Additions to and alterations of
existing buildings would be exempt from such actions.

•

Expand the existing aquatics complex at 28th and Vine Streets. Possible projects include introducing
classroom space, expanding and/or updating the existing pool, introducing a water slide, and adding
additional parking.

•

Future Ballfield between 24th and 26th, west of the Railroad.

•

Introduce a pedestrian/vehicular crossing over the existing railroad tracks at 28th Street.

Program (not including Oak Park). Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development
potential is anticipated (new development minus existing development):
Retail and Restaurant: 40,000 ‐ 75,000 sf
Office: 7,500 ‐ 25,000 sf
Residential: 100 ‐ 130 units
Open Space: 6 acres
Civic: 8,000 ‐ 12,000 sf
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2.1.2 Oak Park
A. Existing Condition. The Oak Park Housing project is a historic barrack campus built in 1941. It is bounded by
34th Street to the north, Park Street to the west, 28th Street to the south, and the railroad tracks to the east.
Oak Park is accessed via 30th and 32nd Streets. Pine Street is Oak Park's central spine and is terminated by
cul‐de‐sacs just south of 34th Street and just north of 28th Street. Oak Park is comprised of 148 dwelling units
in one‐ and two‐ story buildings arranged around shared green spaces that are peppered with large oak trees.
Oak Park is owned and operated by the Housing Authority of the City of Paso Robles.
B. Vision and Plan. The Housing Authority has initiated a process to revitalize Oak Park by replacing the existing
buildings (and 148 units) and introducing 154 additional new units. The Environmental Impact Report,
Planned Development Permit, and Vested Tentative Tract Map was approved by the City Council on June 1,
2010. The plan inserts a network of pedestrian‐ oriented streets that connect to the surrounding street and
block network, introduces new housing units, and modifies and refurbishes the existing open spaces in a
manner that better fit the needs of Oak Park's residents. The specific components of this revitalization are:
1.

Inserting an edge road adjacent to the freeway, removing the Pine Street cul‐de‐sacs, and introducing
east‐west oriented streets between 28th and 30th Streets and between 30th and 32nd Streets. All these
streets will have street tree plantings and sidewalks to further define a comfortable pedestrian network
throughout the neighborhood.

2.

Introducing 154 new housing units in addition to replacing the 148 existing units. New buildings are for
the most part located on the existing building footprints in order to preserve the historic pattern as well as
retaining the significant existing oaks and other trees. Note that the historic resources survey has
determined that Oak Park is a historic resource. Therefore, any proposed development or redevelopment
that occurs on the site (including demolition in whole or in part of existing structures and/or new
construction) will need to be assessed for impacts to the resource.
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3.

Introducing a new playing field and community center at the central portion of Oak Park between the
new edge road and Pine Street.

C. Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development potential is anticipated
(new development minus existing development):
Residential: Up to 154 additional units
Open Space: 1.75 acres
Civic: 10,000 ‐ 15,000 sf
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2.1.3 Midtown
A. Existing Condition. The Midtown neighborhoods are bounded by 24th Street to the north, Vine Street to the
west, 16th Street to the south, and the railroad tracks to the east. The Midtown neighborhoods are primarily
residential in character with commercial buildings lining Spring Street, 21st Street, and 24th Street.
1. Buildings. These two neighborhoods are settled entirely with one‐ and two‐story buildings, the majority
of which are single family detached houses and many of which are historic. Spring Street is lined by a
hodgepodge of commercial buildings flanked or surrounded by parking lots.
2. Open Space. Open space is limited to Bauer Speck Elementary School, although Pioneer Park is
accessible via 20th Street.
3. Streets and Blocks. The historic street grid in these neighborhoods is substantially intact, and connects
across the railroad tracks to Riverside Avenue at 16th, 21st, and 24th Streets, with access to Highway 101
in both the southbound and northbound directions at 24th Street. Pedestrians may cross the railroad at
the 16th and 21st Streets at‐grade crossings, although there are no sidewalks at those locations. Pedestrian
access across the 24th Street railroad over‐crossing is nonexistent. In many blocks throughout this
neighborhood, sidewalks are missing or are in need of improvement.
B. Vision and Plan. The small‐scale, primarily residential character of the Midtown neighborhoods is to be
preserved. Historic structures are preserved or sensitively expanded, and better mixed‐use and/or flex
buildings will line Spring Street, 21st Street, and 24th Street. New buildings will be coded to shape the
public realm of the street in a pedestrian‐friendly manner. This neighborhood provides several
opportunities for significant new public spaces, as outlined below. Specific projects include:
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Short Term
•

Introduce mixed‐use and/or flex uses buildings along the segment of Spring Street that passes through
Midtown.

•

Develop a commercial corridor along 24th Street that includes retail businesses, small offices, and upper
floor residences. All vehicular access to businesses fronting 24th Street shall be from 23rd Street or side
streets; no vehicular access shall be provided from 24th Street.

Mid Term
•

Introduce a wide greenway along one side of Park Street to provide an attractive pedestrian and
bicycle connection between Uptown and Downtown. Park Street could be designated as a portion of
the historic Anza Trail.

•

Construct an improved drainage course for Mountain Spring Creek that crosses Vine Street, runs along
23rd Street, down Oak Street to 21st Street to Spring Street, and on to the Paso Robles Event Center.

•

Introduce a park on the block surrounded by 16th Street, Vine Street, 17th Street, and Oak Street. The
placement of a park on this site is contingent upon meeting the requirements of a covenant that restricts
the site’s use to “educational” uses.

•

Build a pedestrian and bicycle bridge across the railroad just south of 24th Street or other suitable location
such as 23rd Street.

C. Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development potential is anticipated
(new development minus existing development):
Retail and Restaurant: 15,000 ‐ 30,000 sf
Office: 15,000 ‐ 30,000 sf
Residential: 100 ‐ 230 units
Open Space: 2.25 acres
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2.1.4 Downtown

A. Existing Condition. The Downtown District is bounded by 15th Street to the north, Spring Street to the west,
Tenth Street to the south, and the railroad tracks to the east. Downtown is the historic and retail heart of Paso
Robles and is graced with the presence of many historic buildings.
1.

Buildings. The building fabric ranges from 1 to 3 stories in height, and most are zero‐setback buildings
with retail ground floors. There are relatively few un‐built parcels within Downtown, most of which are
occupied by parking lots.

2.

Open Space. City Park is the only public open space in Downtown. Occupying two city blocks, it is a civic
park that accommodates informal activities such as picnicking, playing, and strolling as well as organized
events such as farmers' markets and festivals. The Carnegie Library graces its southern edge, terminating
Park Street. Park amenities include a small playground, a restroom building, several picnic tables,
horseshoe pits, a barbecue area, and a gazebo.

3.

Streets and Blocks. The simple rectilinear street grid of the Downtown is intact, and currently connects
across the railroad tracks to Riverside Avenue at 10th, 12th, and 13th Streets. 13th Street cuts through
Down‐ town carrying substantial volumes of through traffic, creating a significant barrier between the
portions of Downtown to its north and south.

B. Vision and Plan. The impetus behind the revitalization of Downtown is the restoration of Downtown's unique
historical value, the enhancement of its economic vitality, and the preservation of Paso Robles' friendly,
community atmosphere. This will be achieved by expanding and transforming Downtown into a park‐once,
mixed‐use retail district as follows:
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POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
Short Term
• Expand the existing retail district northward to 16th Street and southward along both sides of Pine Street to
the train station (7th Street). Retail should be required on the ground floor of all buildings within this district
and should be comprised of specialty stores and restaurants peppered with a few national retail chain
tenants.
•

Preserve the industrial character of the area east of Pine Street along the railroad tracks. Uses include
commercial businesses, although efforts should be made to support the construction related industries that
are concentrated there now.

Mid‐Term
• In order to enhance the cultural and educational quality of the community, support establishments such as
“Studios on the Park”, a project that will introduce working artist studios into the heart of Downtown.
PROJECTS
Short Term
• Traffic‐calm 13th Street in order to encourage and enable pedestrians and automobiles to comfortably cross
in a north‐south direction.
•

Introduce selective infill on properties not currently occupied by buildings of historical significance.

•

Introduce park‐once parking garages at strategic locations. Possible locations include the southeast corner of
Railroad and 13th Streets, the southeast corner of Pine and 10th Streets, and on the existing City Hall/Library
parking lot. (Note: the version in Chapter 1 calls for structures to be “lined” with ground floor retail and upper
floor office uses).

•

Reconfigure on‐street parking ‐ particularly on Spring and 13th Streets from parallel to angled to supplement
Downtown’s on‐street parking supply, calm traffic, improve pedestrian access, and “visually announce” when
a driver has arrived in Downtown.

•

Introduce a farmers’ market along the north side of 11th Street. The farmers’ market should be located and
its layout designed in a manner that maintains adequate access to adjacent businesses as well as provides
access to Police and Fire vehicles. During events, the westbound lane of 11th Street could be closed down,
while the eastbound lane could remain open to maintain access to businesses along the south side of 11th
Street.

Mid‐Term
• Infill existing parking lots with mixed‐use buildings provided that an equal or greater number of parking
spaces are provided in the downtown (e.g. in a parking structure, additional angled on‐street spaces, or other
consolidated parking solution).
•

Transform Railroad Street between 10th and 14th Streets into a more pedestrian‐friendly street by
narrowing its width and introducing new paving materials and street furniture.

C.

Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development potential is anticipated
(new development minus existing development):
Retail and Restaurant: 5,000 ‐ 50,000 sf
Hotel: 35 ‐ 50 rooms Office: 16,000 ‐ 25,000 sf
Residential: 100 – 200 units
Civic: 25,000 ‐ 50,000 sf
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2.1.5 South of Downtown

A. Existing Condition. South of Downtown occupies the area south of Tenth Street, east of Vine Street, north of
First Street, and west of the Railroad tracks. South of Downtown is comprised of three primary areas, each
with its own defining and unique character: a neighborhood of single‐family and multi‐family residences
(primarily duplexes and triplexes), west of Spring Street, a highway‐oriented corridor along Spring Street, and
a district east of Spring Street that is defined by its many civic amenities, including Robbins Field, the Main
Post Office, the Emergency Services Building, and the recently completed County Courthouse. In addition, the
Paso Robles Amtrak station is located on South of Downtown's eastern edge.
1. Buildings. West of Spring Street, South of Downtown is comprised primarily of 1‐ and 2‐story duplexes
and triplexes with a smattering of single detached houses. Spring Street is lined with larger footprint
commercial, retail, and hospitality buildings, most fronted with parking lots. East of Spring Street, South
of Downtown is relatively underdeveloped, with substantial portions either vacant or used for parking.
2. Open Space. The only public open space in South of Downtown is Robbins Field, a single‐use
baseball and softball field used for Adult League practices and Little League games and practices.
Amenities include lights, bleachers, an announcing booth, and restrooms.
3. Streets and Blocks. Most of South of Downtown respects the historic street grid. The only exception is
the four block Post Office block bounded by Fourth, Spring, Sixth, and Pine Streets. Fourth Street passes
beneath the railroad tracks providing access to Riverside Avenue and the on‐ and off‐ramps to
southbound Highway 101. Other than the Fourth Street railroad underpass, there are no other pedestrian
or vehicular connections between South of Downtown and Riverside Avenue.
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B. Vision and Plan. Future development of South of Downtown will be tailored to each of its three areas. The
residential neighborhoods west of Spring Street will remain predominantly residential, with an emphasis on
the preservation of existing historic structures. Spring Street will be developed with buildings appropriate to a
major thoroughfare, but with a strong pedestrian orientation and a focus on defining Spring Street as an
important public space. East of Spring Street will take on an increasingly civic character and identity. Specific
projects include:
PROJECTS
Short Term
• Develop the Fourth Street Master Plan area in order to kick‐start the regeneration of South of Downtown. The
recommended concept is comprised of mixed‐use buildings with retail on the ground floor, and residential
and/or office uses on upper floors. The retail space designs and tenant mix in this location could be favorable
to a range of national retail chains.
•

Infill vacant lots, parking lots, and properties not currently occupied by buildings of historical significance with
mixed‐use and/or flex buildings to transform South Downtown into a pedestrian‐oriented mixed‐use
neighborhood with a well‐defined public realm and strong sense of place.

Mid‐Term
• Introduce flex space along Park Street between Robbins Field and City Park. Flex space is an occupancy that is
designed to accommodate a variety of uses including office, retail, or residential (typically in a loft
configuration) also called “Live/Work”.
Long Term
• Consider transforming Robbins Field into a performance venue or a Civic Park, but only if an appropriate
replacement ball field is first developed elsewhere within the West Side of the City.
Dismantling of the facilities at Robbins Field should not occur until a replacement ball field with the same
amenities are constructed and usable.
•

Extend Fourth Street beneath the railroad tracks to Riverside Avenue. This may be done in a manner that
preserves the historic rectilinear street and block network or which uses a curvilinear alignment. In
conjunction with this project, Pine Street may be repositioned to the west to align with the center of Robbins
Field.

•

Build a new City Hall.

C. Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development potential is anticipated
(new development minus existing development):
Retail and Restaurant: 7,500 ‐ 75,000 sf
Hotel: 70 ‐ 100 rooms Office: 7,500 ‐ 65,000 sf
Residential: 200 ‐ 385 units
Open Space: 1.35 acres
Civic: 35,000 ‐ 55,000 sf
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2.1.6 Riverside Avenue Corridor

A. Existing Condition. The Riverside Corridor occupies the area between Highway 101 and the railroad tracks,
bounded by First Street to the south, the railroad tracks to the west, and Highway 101 to the east and north.
Though the Riverside Avenue Corridor essentially functions as Paso Robles' front door to all visitors arriving to
Paso Robles via Highways 101 and 46, its current design makes it appear as more of a back door than a front
door. This is a very common condition in many California towns, where a new freeway “out behind town”
became the de facto main entry, and the town must eventually be reconfigured to recognize this new reality.
1.

Buildings. The Riverside Corridor is currently occupied by a variety of building types and uses, including
large‐footprint industrial buildings at its north end and at the Paso Robles Event Center, motels just north
of Highway 46, smaller scale commercial and industrial buildings south of Pioneer Park, and some
surviving single‐family houses near Pioneer Park. Most of the buildings are unremarkable in historic value,
with the notable exception of the Farmers' Alliance Building.

2.

Open Space. Aside from the Event Center, which is substantially fenced and secured, Pioneer Park and its
softball field and skateboard park are the only major public open spaces within the Riverside Avenue
Corridor. Pioneer Park also houses the Pioneer Museum, the Jeanesville Oil Pump, and the Pioneer Day
Committee buggy and vehicle barns. Pioneer Park is isolated from the residential neighborhoods to the
west by the railroad tracks.

3.

Streets and Blocks. South of the Paso Robles Event Center, the street structure is the historic, rectilinear
block structure. North of 24th Street the blocks are very large and irregular, with essentially no
interconnected network. There is no frontage road along the freeway, so east/west streets generally
dead end at Riverside or the Freeway.
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B. Vision and Plan. The primary goal for the redevelopment of the Riverside Avenue Corridor is to transform it
into a more inviting and welcoming gateway into Paso Robles. Commercial and industrial uses will continue to
be accommodated, although the form and character of new buildings and their associated parking lots/loading
areas will be tailored to front the street in a way that appropriately shapes the public space of the street. In
addition, Riverside Avenue will be transformed into a multi‐modal connector between Downtown and the
motels north of 24th Street, the Paso Robles Event Center, and the Pioneer Park historical institutions, with
bike lanes and convenient transit service to reduce traffic and parking impacts of Downtown visitors and to
improve the quality of the overall visitor experience. Finally, the Paso Robles Event Center and the Pioneer
Park historical museums will be expanded and improved to add to the City’s already substantial ability to
attract visitors and tourists year‐round. Specific Projects include:
POLICIES/PROGRAMS
Short Term
 Encourage highway‐oriented development to continue to occur in the area north of 24th Street between the
railroad tracks and Highway 101, subject to the requirements of the Development Code (Chapter 5).
Long Term
 Encourage buildings to be pedestrian‐oriented, and fronting both Paso Robles Street and the River Paseo, and
at the same time to retain the industrial/ agrarian architectural character typical of the older buildings in this
area.
PROJECTS
Short Term
• Improve Riverside Avenue as a bicycle‐friendly boulevard.

Mid‐Term
• Provide a pedestrian and a bicycle path that connects the northern terminus of Riverside Avenue with the
overall river trail system.
Long Term
 Revitalize the Paso Robles Event Center, Pioneer Park, and the Pioneer Park historical museums and
organizations.


Introduce retail and other related uses in the Farmers Alliance Building as well as the addition of new
commercial buildings on the site that will improve the attractiveness of the property as a community
destination.



Introduce a natural history museum/interpretive center along the west side of the Salinas River between 12th
and 13th Streets.



Introduce a Paseo along the Salinas River, shaded by native trees and equipped with seating, forming a clearly‐
defined edge, public walkway, and river overlook.



Develop an amphitheater along the Salinas River Paseo facing the river.



Pursue reconfiguration of the offramp from northbound Highway 101 at Paso Robles Street to improve traffic
safety.
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C. Program (not including Paso Robles Event
Center). Over the plan's 25‐year planning
horizon, the following net development
potential is anticipated (new development
minus existing development):
Retail and Restaurant: 10,000 ‐ 45,000 sf
Hotel: 230 ‐ 400 rooms
Office: 25,000 ‐ 45,000 sf
Industrial: 25,000 ‐ 120,000 sf
Residential: 25 ‐ 300 units
Civic: 5,000 ‐ 7,500 sf
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2.1.7 Paso Robles Event Center

A. Existing Condition. The Paso Robles Event Center's 40‐acre site is bounded by 24th Street to the north, the
railroad tracks to the west, Gregory Avenue to the south, and Highway 101 to the east. The north side of the
site is occupied by the Equestrian Center which is comprised of an indoor arena and associated support
buildings. The central portion of the site houses various exhibition halls and the Main Grandstand. The
southern portion of the site is occupied by the Fort Frontier stage and open fields. Entrance gates are located
at the Riverside Avenue, at the corner of Gregory and Riverside Avenues, and along 24th Street, yet the
buildings generally present their “backs” to those streets. The Event Center offers a full calendar of year‐round
events, exhibitions, shows, conventions, sporting events, a wide variety of equestrian and rodeo events, as
well as the Mid‐State Fair. Currently most events occur on weekends, but the Event Center would like to
expand the calendar to weekdays as well.
B. Vision and Plan. The primary goals for the future development of the Paso Robles Event Center are to enable
it to better function as a flexible year‐round venue with a diverse array of activities every day of the week; to
create a more visible and attractive presence on Highway 101, 24th Street, and Riverside Avenue; to create a
better connection with Downtown via car, bicycle, and transit; and to provide opportunities for the Event
Center to expand. This will be achieved by:
1. Adding a new commercial kitchen and two ballrooms each capable of accommodating 500‐600 people.
2. Introducing trees planted orchard‐style within the existing Event Center parking lot, and replacing some
of the asphalt paving with grass or other porous, multi‐use surfacing.
3. Improving the 24th Street, Riverside Avenue, and Highway 101 frontages to better define, display, and
possibly advertise the Event Center's presence and activities.
4. Planting large trees and/or build arcades within the Event Center midway, passages and courtyards to
provide shade.
5. Establishing a meaningful connection – physical, programmatic and operational – between the Event
Center and the Pioneer Park historical institutions.
6. Extending the existing service road adjacent to the freeway down to 19th Street.
7. Introducing transit service between nearby hotels, the Event Center and Downtown.
8. Adding a safe and comfortable pedestrian crossing and entrance at 24th Street.
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9. Covering the Main Grandstand with a tent structure for shade.
10. Constructing new exhibition space south of the Main Grandstand when the existing facilities become
overbooked.
11. Considering the addition of a civic building on the north side of the existing Event Center parking lot at
24th Street. This could be a highly visible location for a building that could help to define Riverside as
the “front door” to Downtown. Possible uses for the building include additional space for the Paso
Robles Event Center or a Performing Arts Center.
12. Extend the Paso Robles Event Center parking lot –possibly intertwined with some new visitor‐serving
buildings – south to 19th Street.
13. Accommodate additional parking by either providing additional Event Center/Museum parking between
19th Street, 18th Street, Riverside Avenue, and the railroad tracks or building a lined parking structure on
the existing surface lot. The parking lot should be planted with trees, arrayed orchard‐style (item 2
above).
C. Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the following net development potential is anticipated
(new development minus existing development):
Commercial Kitchen and Ballrooms: 15,000 ‐ 20,000 sf
Exhibition Space: 75,000 ‐ 100,000 sf
Civic Building: 50,000 ‐ 65,000 sf
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2.1.8 Pioneer Park and the Pioneer Park History Center

A. Existing Condition. Pioneer Park occupies the area bounded by Gregory Avenue, Riverside Avenue, 19th
Street, and Highway 101. Pioneer Park is currently comprised of a disparate set of civic uses including a
softball field, a skateboard park, and three historical organizations: the Pioneer Museum, the Pioneer Day
Committee, and the Jeanesville Oil Pump Museum. The historical organizations are collections‐based
institutions in need of expansion and improvement. Enabling expansion at Pioneer Park offers many
advantages including: all three have similar collections; proximity to the Paso Robles Event Center's equestrian
facilities (which is particularly beneficial to the Pioneer Day Committee); and proximity to the view shed of
Highway 101. The playing field and skateboard park are isolated from the residential neighborhoods that they
serve, which are located on the west side of the railroad tracks and therefore are not being utilized to their
fullest potential. In addition, isolation from more populated parts of town negatively impacts safety or, at the
very least, perceived safety.
B. Vision and Plan. Pioneer Park is still envisioned as a civic park, albeit with a different use mix. It is
recommended that the softball field and skateboard park be moved elsewhere within the Specific Plan area ‐
ideally closer to residential neighborhoods. This portion of the Plan is contingent upon the success of
relocating the ball field and skate park to another location. If this is done, the property to the south of the
existing historical institutions would open up, allowing for the construction of a new Museum complex that
would provide much needed space for the three organizations to more fully exhibit their collections. This new
center would allow each of the three organizations to continue providing their services to the community,
with the additional benefits of certain shared and improved collections management facilities. The new
center would remain conveniently located adjacent to the existing buildings and the equestrian facilities and
large staging areas of the Event Center. Specific projects are:
Projects ‐ Long Term


Relocate the Pioneer Park softball field and skateboard park to elsewhere in the Specific Plan area. Possible
locations include:
a. Along Paso Robles Street adjacent to the Salinas River.
b. Between 24th and 26th Streets just west of the existing railroad tracks on properties currently occupied
by self‐storage facilities.



Plan and construct a new History Center at the northeast corner of 19th Street and Riverside Avenue, providing
new gallery space, visitor serving spaces and support spaces to supplement the existing museum structures.
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C.

Program. Over the plan's 25‐year planning horizon, the History Center is anticipated to add approximately
85,000 sf to 100,000 sf of additional gallery and collection storage space.
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2.1.9 Salinas River
A. Purpose. One of Paso Robles’ most important
natural resources is the Salinas River. Many
residents and visitors value the river but have
very limited access to it, while many Downtown
businesses could benefit from a meaningful
connection to the pedestrian and bike activity
that would be generated should a trail system
be introduced along the river. In addition, the
City is in need of additional park space that the
river could provide (there is currently only one
park, Larry Moore Park, along the river corridor).
In an effort to increase the value of the River,
this Plan describes strategies for introducing
additional public access, event programming,
and built elements along the river, while
improving the environmental and ecological
value of the River itself. The Plan picks up
where the 2005 Follow the River, Follow the
Dream Design Workshop left off. It incorporates
the 2005 effort's vision of embracing the Salinas
River in a manner that enhances Paso Robles'
social, economic, and environmental
opportunities, ties to Paso Robles' unique
heritage, and connects to the future. It also
incorporates many of the 2005 effort's desired
outcomes, including:
POLICIES/PROGRAMS
Short Term


New development should “front” the river as
described in Section 2.1.9.B.



Enact stormwater best management practices
(BMPs) that filter pollutants from stormwater
before it is released into the river. These can
include rain gardens, biofiltration strips,
sedimentation basins, stormwater wetlands,
and other techniques that contribute to
recharging the region’s groundwater. Due to the
proximity of Highway 101, this effort will require
coordination with Caltrans who owns and
operates most of the culverts discharging into
the River.



Incorporate low‐impact development (LID) and
hydro‐modification standards to improve overall
quality of stormwater entering the River.
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Long Term


Consider a habitat preservation and management plan for the Salinas River that:
a.
b.
c.



Preserve and Enhance Riparian Habitats; adopt a new City maintenance protocol along the river:
a.
b.
c.
d.



Ensures the survival of the next generation of vegetation through no‐mow protocols and sapling planting.
Identifies mitigation opportunities for area development that contribute to river restoration.
Enacts stormwater best management practices (BMPs) to filter out pollutants and contribute to the
recharging of the region’s groundwater.

Start a planting program for small saplings that are just taller than the competing grasses in areas
currently without reproduction of the large tree species.
Adopt a “no mow” regime in these areas to allow seedlings to succeed.
When seedling removal is necessary (as in the case of invasive species), selectively remove them rather
than mowing an entire area.
Train City staff in the new protocol.

Develop and formally adopt a native habitat restoration program to insure that the next generation of native
vegetation properly takes root. This can be accomplished by implementing an “in‐lieu fee” program for
projects that have negative impacts on riparian habitats and consequently require mitigation by City, County,
State or Federal agencies. This approach will allow the City as well as potential developers to accomplish
restoration and mitigation without shouldering the entire financial responsibility. For example, the City can
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offer mitigation opportunities to developers that are seeking environmental permits by targeting specific areas
within the river zone to:
a.
b.

c.

Restore disturbed areas where invasive species are concentrated.
Open selective views along the river corridor that are compatible with the restoration of the river,
including 1) views up and down the river, and 2) views from the upper banks into the river corridor and
vice versa.
Leverage redevelopment opportunities to simultaneously accomplish restoration goals.

PROJECTS
Short Term
• Extend the two existing pedestrian/bike trails alongside the river to form a continuous system on both the east
and west sides of the river. The trails would include a single, ten‐foot wide, main trail for both bicyclists and
pedestrians, graded and demarcated by a surface treatment, located outside of the 10‐year floodway, and
generally outside of the 50‐year floodway.
Long Term
 Provide greater access to the Salinas River, particularly along its eastern edge.


Create destination opportunities, such as an amphitheater, river outlook, outdoor classroom/interpretive
displays, and a wetland boardwalk.



Extend the two existing pedestrian/bike trails alongside the river to form a continuous system on both the east
and west sides of the river. The trails would have the following elements and criteria:
a.
b.



Spur trails that branch off of the main trail, within the 10‐year floodway to allow people to get closer to
the water.
Pedestrian/bicycle bridges at the north (Hot Springs property) and south (Charolais Road) ends of the
trail system.

Develop the following destinations for trails:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

River Outlook/Paseo on east side of Paso Robles Street.
Hot Springs Interpretive Center.
North River Road Park.
Rain garden along Paseo to clean runoff/sulfur spring discharge before entering river.
Destination opportunity at the Hot Springs site that includes a boardwalk over the wetland and an
interpretive kiosk.

Underlying all of the Plan's proposals for the River are three objectives, each of which revolves around Paso Robles'
unique sense of place.
1.

First, the Plan is fiscally responsible, recommending a modest and strategic approach that assesses the costs
and benefits associated with each component of the plan. For example, in regards to the placement and
routing of trails, questions such as “Access to where?” and “What value is the experience gained by such
access?” and “Access at what monetary cost?” may help determine whether, for instance, placing a trail
between Highway 101 and the City's wastewater treatment plant is worth the cost of the potentially low‐level
experience it might provide users.

2.

Second, the Plan respects various boundaries, including:
a.

Stated and federal regulatory boundaries restricting development adjacent to natural waterways such as
the Salinas River;
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b.

City‐determined boundaries set in place to restrict development of facilities within potential flood areas
that might be beyond the capacity of the City to protect, maintain, and/or replace should they be
damaged by periodic flood events.

These boundaries are meant to restrict the development of permanent structures that could potentially raise
the height of the 100‐year floodway per FEMA and the Army Corps of Engineers regulations. However, the
development of small structures, paths, or trails may be permitted within these boundaries (although
"permanent" trails or paths within the 10‐year floodway is not recommended due to potentially high
maintenance and replacement costs).
The Plan also limits disturbance of existing vegetation, recommending it be removed from places of compelling
community interest.
3.

The Plan approaches the River as a unique resource that is specific to Paso Robles and nowhere else. The Plan
deliberately avoids “importing” features and programs from other cities that are adjacent to or bisected by
rivers. The Plan focuses on maintaining the authenticity of Paso Robles and incorporating the river in ways that
bolster Paso Robles’ sense of identity and sense of place.

B. Key Goals
1.

Change the City’s Orientation to the River. Paso Robles, like many other American cities and towns,
turns its back to the river. The west side of Paso Robles is currently severed from the Salinas River by
Highway 101, its on and off ramps, and the railroad tracks. In addition, portions of Highway 101 have
been built at the extreme edge of the river’s top of bank, seriously diminishing the amount of flat, usable,
and occupiable land adjacent to the river. The only significant pre‐freeway remnant of Paso Robles that
still abuts the River is a handful of blocks between Niblick Road and 13th Street. To make matters worse,
north‐south movement within the river corridor is impeded by the Niblick Road, 13th Street, and Highway
46 automobile bridges that currently cross the river. These physical constraints, along with the existing
zoning code requirements, have encouraged primarily light industrial buildings and the City's water
treatment plant to develop along the western edge of the river ‐ buildings and facilities that, in their
current configurations, turn their backs to the river.
The eastern edge of the river has developed in a similar fashion, particularly along the southern portion of
the Plan area where the river is lined by large retail centers that have located loading docks and overflow
parking along the river’s edge.
Transforming the Salinas River into a significant community resource will require a conceptual and
physical shift from the existing situation.
Proposal
a.

2.

In accordance with the City’s Gateway Plan, new development along the east side of Paso Robles
Street and alongside streets that provide public access to the river (also referred to as “stub” and
“finger” streets in the City’s Gateway Plan) should be designed to provide aesthetically‐ pleasing
frontages along these streets. Additionally, new development that extends to the bank of the river
(generally along the alignment of “Garden Street”) should provide an aesthetically‐pleasing frontage
to the trail to be developed along the west side of the river. Methods to achieve this may include
“four‐sided” architecture and landscaping materials to enhance the elevations of buildings and/or to
screen views of outdoor storage areas.

Provide increased Opportunities for Citizens to Engage the River. As demonstrated in the enthusiastic
support for the 2005 “Follow the River, Follow the Dream” design workshop, the community has
expressed an overwhelming interest in increased access to the Salinas River. The Plan addresses this
desire and explores feasible and fundable amenities in the form of 1) Trails and 2) Destinations.
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The City will need to develop a Salinas River
Master Plan in the future to plan and design
future river improvements (trails and
destinations) contained in this specific plan and
in the “Follow the River, Follow the Dream”
design workshops. The Salinas River Master Plan
can also be used to prioritize future funding
opportunities for public improvement.
Proposals
a.

Trails. Currently, there are only two
pedestrian/bike trails alongside the river
and their extent is limited to short
stretches. The Plan proposes extending
these trails to form a continuous
pedestrian/bike trail system on both the
east and west sides of the river. Due to the
very different makeup of the existing
conditions of the two sides of the River, the
east side and west side trails are quite
distinct in both their courses and their
characters. Nevertheless, the two sides are
comprised of the following elements and
criteria:


A single, ten‐foot wide, main trail that
comfortably accommodates both
bicyclists and pedestrians. The trail is
graded and demarcated by a surface
treatment and is located, at a
minimum, outside of the 10‐year
floodway, and generally outside of the
50‐year floodway (in order to minimize
the statistical likelihood of the trail
being destroyed by flooding).
Consistent signage provides wayfinding
and “brands” the trail.

*

Class II bike lanes are on‐street bike lanes
that are defined by a painted stripe (i.e.,
there is no physical separation between
the cyclist and automobile traffic.)
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Spur trails that branch off of the main trail. These trails are located within the 10‐year floodway
to allow people to get closer to the water, but should be considered temporary, since they will
probably be impacted fairly frequently by seasonal river flows. Permanent trails should not be
located any closer to the river than the 10‐year floodway boundary.

The East and West Side Trails meet at two pedestrian/bicycle bridges that span the Salinas River 100‐year
floodway, one at the north end of the plan area, the other at the south end. The northern bridge is located at
the historic Hot Springs site. The southern bridge is located at Charolais Road and connects to an existing
right‐of‐way that will one day connect Charolais Road to Highway 101. The two bridges allow the East and
West Side Trails to form a large loop that connects to the larger trail systems of the city, county, and region.
Development of segments of the trails discussed below will require cooperation between the City and private
property owners. Trail segments should not be extended to dead end at private property in a manner that
could facilitate trespassing.
i.

East Side Trail. The East Side Trail is located between the flow channel of the Salinas River and River
Road. The standard base treatment is decomposed granite, although since the course of the trail is
context‐sensitive, base treatments vary according to road adjacency, slope, and existing vegetation. As
shown on the Salinas River Plan on page 2:29, due to topographic constraints, some portions of the trail
must be located directly adjacent to River Road—much like sidewalks, while other portions are located on
wider, flat areas atop the riverbank and are separated from the road with planting strips. Other portions
of the trail are located on flat areas well below the road and are flanked by existing vegetation. In the
most topographically constrained conditions where there is no flat area and an inadequate road shoulder,
the trail needs to be supported by a bridge‐like or pier‐like structure.

ii.

West Side Trail. The West Side Trail is comprised of a combination of riverside trails and on‐street paths.
Beginning at the Charolais Road pedestrian/bicycle bridge, the West Side Trail follows the Salinas River
along the top of bank, staying outside of the 10‐year and 50‐year floodway as much as possible. At 13th
Street, the trail crosses Highway 101 and joins the urban fabric of the city, at which point its paving
surface changes from decomposed granite to pavement. At this point, trail users may either continue
north along Riverside Drive or continue to Paso Robles City Park and then head north along the re‐
landscaped Park Street Greenway. Both the Riverside Drive and Park Street trails lead to the Hot Springs
Interpretive Center and connect to the East Side Trail via the Hot Springs pedestrian/bicycle bridge.
Importantly, the West Side Trail provides opportunities for designation as a portion of the historic Anza
Trail.
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b. Destinations. Currently, there is only one destination site alongside the river—Larry Moore Park. The Plan
proposes four additional destinations and opportunities for people to engage the Salinas River, all of which are
linked to one another by the East and West Side Trails.
i.

Paso Robles River Overlook/Paseo. A key component of switching Paso Robles' relationship to the Salinas
River from “back” to “front” is the redevelopment of the Paso Robles Street area, which has the potential
to become a major destination, while providing opportunities for people to engage the river.
The Plan proposes a tree‐shaded River Overlook and Paseo along the top of the riverbank that should
provide an inviting place for Paso Roblans to stroll along the edge of the Salinas River. The Paseo,
corresponding to the geometry of the river, gracefully curves along the riverbank just outside the 100‐
year floodway line, thereby maximizing the buildable land area while adhering to California Department
of Fish & Wildlife and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ regulations.
The Paseo may be surfaced with either concrete (asphalt or Portland Cement) surface, which may be
porous, or with decomposed granite and may be lined with sycamore trees “casually” placed at random
intervals to form an appropriate transition between the urban edge of the town, and natural edge of the
river. A short wall, integrated with seating, may define the Paseo's river edge and acts as the City’s “front
porch” to the river.
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The Paseo begins at 12th Street, where a new pedestrian overpass is proposed to connect Downtown to a
proposed new Salinas River interpretive center. The interpretive center may reuse existing, historic
buildings situated around a public plaza capable of accommodating large gatherings and festivals. The
plaza may include a water feature celebrating Paso Robles' connection to the Salinas River and its
relationship to the historic hot springs. The Paseo runs south next to blocks developed with a variety of
possible uses including industrial, commercial, office, mixed‐use, hotel, and/or conference uses, passing a
proposed amphitheater that cascades down the natural grade to the river corridor. Adjacent to the
amphitheater would be a lawn capable of accommodating various recreational activities, festivals, as well
as overflow seating for the amphitheater.
The Paseo terminates at a group of small terraces that project beyond its edge. The terrace provides
views of the river as well as of a rain garden that runs the entire length of the Paseo. This rain garden is a
functional stormwater best management practice (BMP) that uses grasses and wildflowers to remove
pollutants, facilitate groundwater recharge, as well as function as an ornamental landscape. The rain
garden could also function as a leach field capable of cleansing the sulfur water generated by the hot
spring adjacent to City Hall.
A low‐speed edge road with on‐street parking runs may be incorporated into the Paseo.
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ii.

Hot Springs interpretive Center. The historic Hot Springs site, located at the northern end of the Specific
Plan area, contains both natural and cultural assets. Along its western edge, the site contains a beautiful
wetland, the result of stormwater discharges onto the site and, possibly, a natural spring. Currently
privately owned, the site offers tremendous opportunities including:


Introducing an interpretive kiosk and a winding boardwalk that could pass over the river's
meandering stream bed, eventually leading to the Paso Robles Wastewater Treatment Plant
property, where a second educational kiosk could tell the story of Paso Robles’ water—from river to
tap to river—and the City’s efforts to conserve and recycle its precious resource. Though within the
floodway, the boardwalk could likely be designed in a manner that would not inhibit flood flows and
consequently be approved by regulatory agencies.



Reconstructing the historic Hot Springs Resort that previously operated on the site. Potential uses for
the facility could include a resort, restaurant, artists' retreat, or interpretive center. The rich land
around it could be used to recreate historic gardens and/or provide interpretive exhibits describing
native American practices and the Anza Trail.



Introducing a pedestrian/bicycle bridge that would connect the eastern and western branches of the
proposed riverside trail system.

The viability of redevelopment of this site is in part dependent upon resolving current safety issues related
to the at‐grade railroad crossing that provide access to the site.

iii.

River Road Park. The City owns an undeveloped parcel of land on the east side of the Salinas River that
is currently within the 10‐year floodplain. With the procurement of adjacent properties, this land is
ideally suited for a park capable of accommodating a soccer field, basketball and/or tennis court(s), a
playground and a picnic grove/pavilion.
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3.

Preserve and Enhance Riparian Habitats. The Salinas River is not just the water that courses through its
shifting channels. To the contrary, it is comprised of the entire area between the western top of bank and the
tern top of bank, encompassing the area where the river meanders over time through riparian (stream)
habitats that are so vital to maintaining the health, not only of the river, but also of the plant and animal
species of the larger region.
Fortunately, the existing riparian plant communities are in excellent health, being composed of native species
in typical distributions for this ecosystem. The riparian corridor is dominated by mature Fremont cottonwoods
(Populus fremontii), California sycamore (Platanus racemosa), and box elder (Acer negundo) in the overstory,
and by arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis), willows (Salix spp.) and elderberry (Sambucus nigra spp. canadensis) in
the midstory. The understory is comprised of a variety of species that form various microhabitats. The riparian
zone contains relatively few invasive plants with only small pockets of giant cane (Arundo donax) and other
non‐native grasses (mostly species of the genera Bromus, Hordeum, and Avena). The majority of the non‐
native species are along the edge of the riparian corridor, in areas disturbed by adjacent land uses.
Of concern is the lack of younger native trees, such as cottonwoods and sycamores, that are necessary to form
the basis of the next generation of trees. While there are currently appropriate numbers of larger trees and
shrubs to form the basis of a relatively healthy habitat, these plants and trees are maturing and, within the
next couple of decades, will begin to decline. Several actions have caused this condition: 1) the Salinas Dam at
Santa Margarita Lake limits the scouring of the river bed that is needed to establish sycamores; 2) past clearing
and grazing practices have removed the dense understory to establish grasses for grazing animals, while
leaving the large trees for shade; and 3) the grasses introduced for grazing in turn crowd out tree seedlings, a
condition that is more pronounced adjacent to existing trails and other use areas where the City mows the
grasses, preventing seedling trees and shrubs from developing. Without active intervention, the condition of
the riparian habitat may degrade over time.
Proposals
a.

Adopt a new City maintenance protocol along the river:
i.

Start a planting program for small saplings that are just taller than the competing grasses in areas
currently without reproduction of the large tree species;
ii. Adopt a “no mow” regime in these areas to allow seedlings to succeed;
iii. When seedling removal is necessary (as in the case of invasive species), selectively remove them
rather than mowing an entire area;
iv. Train City staff in the new protocol.

b.

Develop and formally adopt a native habitat restoration program to insure that the next generation of
native vegetation properly takes root. This can be accomplished by implementing an “in‐lieu fee” program
for projects that have negative impacts on riparian habitats and consequently require mitigation by City,
County, State or Federal agencies. This approach will allow the City as well as potential developers to
accomplish restoration and mitigation without shouldering the entire financial responsibility. For
example, the City can offer mitigation opportunities to developers that are seeking environmental permits
by targeting specific areas within the river zone to:
i.
ii.

Restore disturbed areas where invasive species are concentrated.
Open selective views along the river corridor that are compatible with the restoration of the river,
including 1) views up and down the river, and 2) views from the upper banks into the river corridor
and vice versa.
iii. Leverage redevelopment opportunities to simultaneously accomplish restoration goals.

c.

Enact stormwater best management practices (BMPs) that filter pollutants from stormwater before it is
released into the river. These can include rain gardens, biofiltration strips, sedimentation basins, storm‐
water wetlands, and other techniques that contribute to recharging the region’s groundwater. Due to
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the proximity of Highway 101, this effort will require coordination with Caltrans who owns and operates
most of the culverts discharging into the River.
d.

2.2

Incorporate low‐impact development (LID) and hydro‐modification standards to improve overall quality of
stormwater entering the River.

Open Space and Streetscape

The primary purpose of an urban environment is to organize the spaces between buildings into a clearly visible
network of interconnected streets and open spaces that enables public life, and supports pedestrian activity which
in turn supports ground floor retail activity, and gives cities and towns their unique and vibrant character. The
Plan Area is blessed with an existing open space system and inter‐connected street network that provides the
town with “good bones” dating back to Paso Robles' initial founding. By adding a few missing linkages, by
upgrading the quality of these public spaces through a program of targeted landscape and hardscape
improvements, and by better defining the “enclosure” of these spaces with new and remodeled buildings that
reflect the character of Paso Robles, the full potential of these fine California neighborhoods can be fully realized
for future generations.

2.2.1 Streetscape Network
A. Existing Condition. Paso Robles' historic 300' x 300' block structure is still generally in place, although it has
been compromised by the presence of Highway 101. The block pattern and size is walkable and not only
promotes easy navigation, but also provides multiple ways of getting from place to place. Despite the
presence of this street and block network, however, the essential components that make walking a practical,
comfortable, safe, and pleasurable, experience ‐ street trees, planter strips, and sidewalks ‐ are noticeably
absent in many places throughout the Plan Area. In the area south of the Downtown core, key segments of the
network have been deleted or significantly compromised by well‐intentioned but misguided public building
projects, and north of 24th Street a pattern that omits many streets to form very large blocks has effectively
cut Uptown off from the Downtown.
B. Plan and Vision. In order to provide a more welcoming and effective pedestrian environment, this plan
proposes the introduction of sidewalks and street trees throughout the plan area. Street trees with
comfortable sidewalks and planted parkways are a prominent urban design element that unifies the public
realm by creating spatial coherence and linking together diverse uses and architectural types. The repetitive
and ordered spacing of trees and their canopies define the street edge, invite pedestrian activity, reduce
vehicular speeds, decrease “heat island” effects, and create a distinct sense of place. Whereas public streets in
most suburban environments are corridors for cars, the streets in fine urban neighborhoods like those
envisioned for Paso Robles’ Uptown and Town Centre are the neighborhoods’ “living rooms” as well as its
“hallways”. The spatial enclosure, shade, wind protection, and softness that make this possible are provided
in large measure by the street trees.
Tree species selection is in character with the local and regional environment, and will be comprised of an
appropriate mix of evergreen and deciduous trees. In addition, tree species are selected to fit the scale and
prominence of each individual street in order to not only differentiate between major and minor
thoroughfares, but also to reinforce neighborhood legibility.
Please refer to Section 5.7.1 (Landscape and Open Space) of the development code for detailed street tree
requirements.
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2.2.2 Open Space Framework
A. Existing Condition. Historic parks in the Plan Area include Paso Robles City Park, Robbins Field, and Pioneer
Park. Three public schools within the Plan Area provide additional recreational field and playground space:
Georgia Brown Elementary School, Flamson Middle School, and Bauer Speck Elementary School. Despite the
presence of these open space amenities, the plan area lacks accessible and usable open space, particularly
because two of the parks ‐ Pioneer Park and Robbins Field ‐ are currently isolated from residential
neighborhoods and consequently are underutilized. In addition, Robbins Field offers only a single specialized
activity: playing baseball or softball.
B. Plan and Vision. The open space vision is addressed in two ways. First, it provides ideas for the rehabilitation,
transformation, and modernization of existing open spaces within the planning area. Second, it provides ideas
for introducing new public open space uses onto parcels that are currently under private ownership.
Existing parks include:
1.

Paso Robles City Park. City Park's formal design is reinforced by establishing the Carnegie Library Building
as the park's focal point, introducing formal gardens along 11th Street, and introducing a plaza at the
center of the park (please see Section 2.2.2 for more detail).

2.

Robbins Field. Robbins Field will remain as a baseball field. Upgrades could include transforming it into a
historic‐style ballpark with scoreboards, bleachers, and an urban frontage. Alternatively, Robbins Field
could be converted into a performance venue or a formally arranged civic park that terminates the Park
Street Promenade. These alternative configurations can only occur if an appropriate replacement ball
field is first developed elsewhere within the West Side of the City.

3.

Georgia Brown Field. Improvements to Georgia Brown's playing fields include terracing the hillside on the
west side of the fields to provide bleachers for overlooking the fields below.

4.

Pioneer Park. In order to accommodate an expanded Museum complex, it is recommended that the
softball field and skateboard park be moved elsewhere within the Specific Plan area ‐ ideally closer to
residential neighborhoods. If this is done, the property to the south of the existing historical institutions
would open up, allowing for the construction of a new Museum complex that would provide much
needed space for the three organizations to more fully exhibit their collections.

Potential new Public open spaces include:
5.

Oak Street Park. The block surrounded by 16th Street, Vine Street, 17th Street, and Oak Street provides a
potential opportunity for introducing a multi‐use park. Introducing a park in this location is contingent
upon meeting the requirements of an existing covenant that restricts the site's use to "educational" uses.

6.

Uptown Plaza. A new Uptown Plaza along Spring Street between 32nd and 34th Streets would provide a
much needed neighborhood center and community gathering area. The Plaza, a tree canopied open
space with decorative paving, would be amenable to cultural events and community gatherings.

7.

Oak Park Field and Community Center. A component of the Oak Park Housing expansion and
refurbishment, the Oak Park Field and Community Building is located south of 34th Street and east of a
realigned Park Street, across the street from the proposed Uptown Plaza. The park, situated to fit in
amongst existing mature trees, would provide Oak Park and Uptown residents with much needed field
space. Adjacent to the field is a community building and children’s park.

8.

24th Street Park. The parcels between 24th Street and 26th Street, just west of the railroad tracks,
provide a good location for a new field, particularly if the Pioneer Park softball field is replaced by an
expanded Historical complex or if Robbins Field be transformed into a civic park. The parcels are currently
occupied by self‐storage facilities, contractor's storage yards, a fuel yard, and other commercial/light
industrial uses.
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Please refer to Section 5.7.1 (Landscape and Open Space) of the development code for detailed open space and
landscape requirements and guidelines.

2.2.2 Paso Robles City Park
A. Existing Condition. Paso Robles City Park is a village green located within the heart of Downtown. The existing
design consists of a formal arrangement of walkways that wrap around the perimeter and crisscross the park.
Nestled within the park is the Carnegie Library Building, a neoclassical brick and stone building surrounded by
large native oak trees that serves as a terminus for Park Street. The Carnegie Library Building, built in 1908
with a grant from the Andrew Carnegie Foundation and listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is no
longer used as a library and presently (in 2008) houses the Paso Robles Area Historical Society. North of the
Library Building is a raised planter which bisects the park. Just north of the raised planter terminating the
south end of Park Street is a fountain that is enclosed with a low fence on all sides. Other elements found in
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the park include a gazebo/bandstand; children’s play area, a bathroom, horseshoe pits, a fountain, and
scattered benches and picnic tables.
B. Plan and Vision. City Park's formal design is reinforced by establishing the historical library building as the
focal point of the park and updating the "back" of the Carnegie Library Building so it is no longer perceived as
the back of the building. Components include:
Projects
Short Term


Bathrooms. A new restroom and/or storage building along 11th Street, to the west of the Carnegie Library.
The bathroom facility should utilize similar materials as those used in the historic library (stone/precast
concrete and brick materials). The storage component could hold sound system equipment, chairs, tables, and
other equipment required for City Park events.



Retention of Lawn Open Space. The remainder of the park ‐ open lawn, many shade trees, and bandstand ‐
remains in its existing condition.



Relocation, removal, or improvement of existing utility and mail boxes.



Accommodation of Dinner Events. Fund raisers; award presentations for schools or local government, etc.



Introduction of Bicycle Parking.

Mid‐Term


New Grand Plaza. With the removal of the raised planter and fountain that currently bisect the park and
subsequent replacement with a new grand plaza, a new grand plaza engages to the forecourt of the Carnegie
Library Building and connects to the southern terminus of Park Street. A new fountain (either a traditional,
more neoclassical fountain or an interactive fountain or a combination of the two) could be located in the
plaza. Seating lines the perimeter of the plaza as well as the pathways that connect the Plaza to the northern
edge of the park. Benches, lighting, and signage should be coordinated in a style that is appropriate to the City
Park and the Carnegie Library Building (such as braided or Victorian).
In addition, the hardscaped Grand Plaza could accommodate a second, multi‐functional performance area (in
addition to the Gazebo) that could accommodate a temporary stage and provide a surface that would
facilitate the setup of dance floors and audience seating.



Formal Gardens. A series of formal gardens, a children’s playground, and a formal lawn occupy the area west
of the Carnegie Library. The gardens are formed by parterres of low hedges, flowering native and/or drought
tolerant shrubs and small trees. The children's playground should be located within the sight line of the Grand
Plaza performance space and should be designed in a manner that reflects Paso Robles' unique character.
Benches should be provided around the Children's Playground for parents who are walking their children.
The Formal Gardens could also accommodate the existing horseshoe pits and barbeque pits.



Incorporation of Historical, Geographical, Cultural References. Signage and public art should be incorporated
throughout the park to celebrate Paso Robles' unique and diverse history, geography, and culture. Possible
topics include the De Anza Trail Route, the proximity of the Salinas River, the science and history of Paso
Robles' unique geothermal activity, and the wine industry.
An example of a possible public art installation could include displays that describe Paso Robles' proximity to
the Salinas River (in conjunction with the Salinas River Interpretative Center) or that celebrate Paso Robles’
wine industry.



Install electrical improvements for performance lighting and sound.



Introduce Banner Program for Light Fixtures advertising Events.
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Long Term


Introduce Live Performances on West Side of Grand Plaza. Concerts (both during the day and evening); plays
(Shakespeare to Contemporary); dance recitals (ballet to contemporary) in partnership with local or university
partners.

Ongoing


Accommodation of a Wide Variety of Events and Activities, such as:
‐

Festivals. Wine Festival; Book Fair Festival (in association with Library, School, and Private Bookstores);
cultural events that reflect the diversity of the area (Indigenous People Day, Agricultural Appreciation Day,
Multi‐cultural Awareness Day); arts, crafts, photography festivals.

‐

Adult Enrichment and Educational Activities. Exercise programs (yoga, tai chi, holistic wellness); health
awareness programs (blood pressure, diabetes, diet); community band; garden club; game tables in
seating areas; reading garden as an extension of the Formal Gardens.

‐

Enrichment Activities for Children. Playground; open unstructured play area (Frisbee, informal toss,
kickball, informal soccer, portable supervised gymnastics/tumbling); supervised summer day camps;
children’s reading garden as an extension of the Formal Gardens.
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